Handicapped parking is located in the SSB lot, which is to the left of Alumni Coliseum (near the water tower) and is designated as the nearest accessible parking to the accessible entrance to AC. Those with physical disabilities can be dropped off at the accessible entrance (side door entrance). Overflow handicapped parking is nearby in the Mattox lot. The accessible entrance will lead visitors to two areas for handicapped seating. First, those with disabilities can be accompanied by one family member to be seated on the graduation floor. EKU staff will assist. Secondly, those with disabilities can take the elevator inside the entrance to the upper area and be seating in sections 106 or 112. A portion of section 102 will be reserved for those seeking interpreting services.

Schedule of Activities

**Morning ceremony**
Colleges of Health Sciences and Justice & Safety

- 8:00 a.m. Candidates check in with College and line up.
- 8:45 a.m. Students begin marching.
- 9:00 a.m. All students are seated. Ceremony has begun.

**Afternoon ceremony**
College of Arts and Sciences

- 12:30 p.m. Candidates Check in with College and line up.
- 1:15 p.m. Students begin marching.
- 1:30 p.m. All students are seated. Ceremony has begun.

**Evening ceremony**
Colleges Business & Technology and Education

- 4:30 p.m. Candidates Check in with College and line up.
- 5:15 p.m. Students begin marching.
- 5:30 p.m. All students are seated. Ceremony has begun.

(*An informal reception will follow each graduation ceremony in the Fred Darling Auxiliary Gym - Alumni Coliseum*)